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Self-Observation Without Judgment
Release the harsh and pointed inner voice. It's just a throwback to the past and holds no truth
about this moment. Let go of self-judgment, the old, learned ways of beating yourself up for each
imagined inadequacy. Allow the dialogue within the mind to grow friendlier, and quiet. Shift out
of inner criticism and life suddenly looks very different. I can say this only because I make the
choice a hundred times a day to release the voice that refuses to acknowledge the real me.
What's needed here isn't more prodding toward perfection,
but intimacy - seeing clearly, and embracing what I see.
Love, not judgment, sows the seeds of tranquility and change.
From “One Soul” By Danna Faulds

Birthright
“Despite illness of body or mind, in spite of blinding despair or habitual belief, who you are is
whole. Let nothing keep you separate from the truth.
The soul, illumined from within, longs to be known for what it is.
Undying, untouched by fire or the storms of life,
there is a place inside where stillness and abiding peace reside.
You can ride the breath to go there.
Despite doubt or hopeless turns of mind, you are not broken.
Spirit surrounds, embraces, fills you from the inside out.
Release everything that isn't your true nature.
What's left, the fullness, light and shadow, claim all that as your birthright.”
― Danna Faulds
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How To Use This
Workbook
The Stress Scale is a simple tool that you can use at intervals to check on
your biggest stressors and rate them as time goes by.
For the purpose of this course, you are invited to complete the stress scale on days
1, 7, 14, 21, 28 throughout the course you will be prompted to return to this stress
scale to rate the itemized stressors.

The Practice Log is for you to use during and/or after the course. A practice
log is a very typical tool used in Mindfulness programs to keep track of your
practice sessions to note changes or patterns.
Each day of the course there is an objective with an audio lesson, a formal
meditation, an informal meditation, and journal prompts. Each lesson has a
timestamp to assist you in planning your time. On each day there are
checkboxes to remind you to set notifications and recommit to your practice
bridging to the next day. Some days the meditations are within the lesson.
Some days there are suggested meditations listed as separate meditations
links under the lesson, and some days you will be prompted to choose from
the drop-down list of meditations.
Journal prompts correspond to each day. The journaling complexity
increases as you move through the course. As always this is an invitation and
strongly encouraged, but know that you can have a successful meditation
practice without journaling. It does, however, make for a richer and more
robust learning process as you undertake the journey of creating a practice.
I look forward to hearing from you as you progress through this course.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Please
consider sharing thoughts, aha moments, or inquiries in the community
forum. This will encourage others to perhaps begin the course and it will
facilitate community for those taking the course at the same time.
Welcome to the course!
LIVEWELL50
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How Stressed Are You?
For many people, stress is a very common reason to approach a Mindful Awareness
practice. This can include stress due to pain, loss, health conditions, etc..
On the following page, there is an informal assessment, not meant to replace a clinical
assessment; it is to help you determine the current stressors in your life so that
through the practice you can begin to work with them.
The things you list on the assessment might be the very things that led you to this
practice. Please know that the practice you will learn here has been a great gift to many
people dealing with stress, pain, and illness. Often we discover our greatest strengths
while working with the difficulties in our life.
Some interesting facts about STRESS:
According to the American Psychological Association (APA), money is the top cause
of stress in the United States. In a 2015 survey, the APA reported that 72% of
Americans felt stress about money at least some of the time during the previous
month.
The vast majority of people report they feel stress due to: being under lots of
pressure, facing big changes, worrying about something, not having much or any
control over the outcome of a situation, having responsibilities that are
overwhelming, not having enough work, or times of uncertainty.
51% of adults who felt stressed reported feeling depressed and 61% reported
feeling anxious. Of the people who said they had felt stress at some point in their
lives, 16% had self-harmed and 32% said they had had suicidal thoughts and
feelings.
Medical research estimates as much as 90 percent of illness and disease is stressrelated.
High blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, and heart disease have been linked to
stress factors.
The American Medical Association has noted that stress is the basic cause for more
than 60% of all human illnesses and diseases.
Studies have found many health problems related to stress.
Stress seems to worsen or increase the risk of conditions like obesity, heart disease,
Alzheimer's disease, diabetes, depression, gastrointestinal problems, and asthma.
It is clear that stress is a major inhibitor of health!
LIVEWELL50
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Stress Screen

Using the below, please list up to 10 situations that currently cause you stress in your
life. Include a range of situations in your life from mildly stressful to extremely stressful.
Try to be specific by listing a situation instead of just a word. For example instead of
"work," you might say "when my boss asks me to do things unexpectedly". Instead of
"crowds", you might say "grocery shopping when it is bustling".
Please rate the situations on a scale from 1-10, with 1 being not very stressful at all, and
10 being extremely stressful. On days 1,7, 14, 21, and 28 please come back to this page,
add the date and a stress rating for each situation you listed. In this way, you will be
checking in on your stressors as you proceed through the course, monitoring whether
there have been any changes in your perceived level of stress.
Day 1

SAMPLE:

11/1/20

Overwhelemed by work deadlines

7

Day 7
11/7/20

7
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Day 14

Day 21 Day 28

11/14/20

11/21/20

6

4

11/28/20

2

5

Practice Log
It is highly recommended that each time you do formal practice, you fill out a practice
log. As you fill it out, glance back over the previous week's practice, think about how
your practice has been going. Do you notice any patterns about what works for you or
what does not work for you? What changes could you make to sustain the practice?

Date/Day of
the Week

Time

Practice/Type

Length
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Practice Log

Date/Day of
the Week

Time

Practice/Type

Length
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Day 1
New Beginings
"You don't have to like it, you just have to do it"
~ Mark Warren
The goal of this first week is to get started on a new habit.
1. Choose your anchor habit & your notification
2. Choose your meditation space
3. Sit & meditate
4. Bridge to tomorrow..recommit to your practice, set your notification
Journal: Brainstorm some ideas of anchor habits based on your current daily
practices and rituals. List some ideas on how you will piggyback your anchor habit
with the new habit of meditation that you are creating and how you might remind
yourself with notifications.

Journal: Jot down a few sentences describing this first experience in meditation.

Fill out Stress Screen pg. 5
Re-commit to your practice
Set your Notifications

8
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Day 2
INNER SELF- TALK
“The best way to get things done is to simply begin…
beginning again over and over, as needed, in every moment”
OBJECTIVE: What Mindfulness is and What Mindfulness is not
Mindfulness: “The awareness that arises from paying attention, on purpose, in the
present moment and non-judgmentally” ~ John Kabat-Zinn
Journal: Jot down a few sentences about your meditation experience today.

Journal: Write down some inner self-talk that you have noticed chattering through
your mind.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notifications for tomorrow

9
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Day 3
Finding JOY In The Process
“The Trick is to keep breathing. Breath is the bridge between mind and body”

OBJECTIVE: Using the breath to bridge into the body; body scan practice, what to
pay attention to, and common distractions. Purposefully notice and scan for joyful
moments and increasingly become aware of bodily sensations.
FORMAL MEDITATION: THE BODY SCAN
INFORMAL MEDITATION: 5 Square Breathing

Journal: Jot down a few sentences about your meditation experience today.

Journal: Write about a joyful moment that you noticed today while scanning for
JOY.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notifications for tomorrow
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Day 4
Be Where You Are ~ Be Here Now
Enough
These few words are enough. If not these words, this breath.If not this breath, this
sitting here. This opening to life we have refused again and again until now.
Until now. By David Whyte from Where Many Rivers Meet
OBJECTIVE: Pillars of mindfulness, informal & formal practices
FORMAL MEDITATION: Mindfulness of Breathing/Breath Body Scan
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Mindful Listening with curiosity, non-judgmentally

Journal: Jot down a few sentences about your formal meditation experience today.

Journal:
Reflect on a moment of your day when you observed yourself listening
mindfully to a loved one, a co-worker, or someone else.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 5
Magic Moments & Mini-Calibrations
"Whenever you are in doubt, it is best to pause. Few things are so
pressing that they cannot wait for a moment of breath."
TKV Desikachar

OBJECTIVE: Mindfulness of breathing, specific techniques, and tools for minicalibrations in magic moments. Habit, practice, and traits.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Mindful Breathing
INFORMAL MEDITATION: The Raisin Meditation...Mindfulness of The Mouth
Journal: Jot down a few sentences about your formal meditation experience today.

Journal:

Reflect on the raisin meditation, sensations, emotions, urges, etc..

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 6
What Lies Within
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us.”
~Ralph Waldo Emerson
OBJECTIVE: Awareness and recognition of classic hindrances
FORMAL MEDITATION: Classic Body Scan
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Stop, Drop & Breathe, breath as access to informal
meditation
Journal: Jot down a few sentences about your formal meditation experience today.
Perhaps touching on one, any, or all of the hindrances mentioned as you might
have experienced them in the practice.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for implementing INFORMAL meditation(s) for today.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow

13
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Day 7
Week In Review
Breathing in, I calm body and mind. Breathing out I smile. Dwelling in
the present moment I know this is the only moment
~Thich Nhat Hanh
OBJECTIVE: Making the breath accessible.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Classic Body Scan
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Stop, Drop & Breathe w/ 5 Square Breathing technique.
Journal: reflect on your week. Jot a few things down about what went well, what
was challenging, and how you will adjust in the coming week.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for implementing INFORMAL meditation(s) for today.

Fill out stress screen pg. 5
Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 8
Your Amazing Brain~ Peripheral NS
" Walk as if you are kissing the Earth with your feet"
~Thich Nhat Hanh
OBJECTIVE: Identifying parts of the nervous system: Fight or Flight/Rest & Digest
FORMAL MEDITATION: Walking Meditations
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Walking meditations
Journal: Reflect on a stressful memory and write about it noticing how your body
feels as you recall and write. Follow it up with some 5 Count breathing.

Journal: Reflect on the formal walking meditation from today's practice.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for implementing INFORMAL meditation(s) for today.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 9
Your Amazing Brain~The Limbic System
“When you walk, arrive with every step. That is walking meditation.
There’s nothing else to it.”
~ Thích Nhất Hạnh, How to Walk
OBJECTIVE: The brain and limbic system during a stress response
FORMAL MEDITATION: Moving Meditation
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Breathing 4-7-8
Journal: Reflect on a stressful EVENT in your life. How did you feel In your body
during this stressful event?

Journal: Based on the above stressful event, describe yourself: what qualities did
you exhibit, what emotions did you feel, how did you behave?

Journal: Jot down some ideas on when you might implement the 4-7-8 breathing
today.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Your Amazing Brain

Prefrontal
Cortex
"The Diva/Princess"

The Cortex..folds & squiggles

Hypthalamus

Hippocampus

Amygdala

The LIMBIC System
"The Dragon"
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Day 10
Your Amazing Brain~The Prediction Machine
"Hold to the NOW, the here, through
which all FUTURE plunges to the PAST"
~ James Joyce
OBJECTIVE: The prediction machine, skill acquisition, auto-pilot, and the present
moment. The diva and the dragon.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Body Scan with labeling
INFORMAL MEDITATION: S.T.O.P.
Journal: Describe yourself below as your Best self. What qualities do you exhibit,
what are your best self traits?

Journal: From today's body scan, jot down some common labels that you noticed
during the formal meditation.

Journal: Jot down some ideas on when and what informal meditation you
might implement today (i.e., S.T.O.P., 5 Square, 4-7-8, etc..)

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow

18
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Day 11
Your Amazing Brain~Stress & The Blood
“Between stimulus and response, there is a space. In that space is our power to choose
our response. In our response lies our growth and our freedom.”
― Viktor E. Frankl
OBJECTIVE: The brain and body during stress, what happens in the blood and what
can we do to shift a stress response once a stress response has been triggered.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Mindfulness of Sound
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Shake it off exercise
Journal: Reflect on your experience during the formal meditation from today

Journal: Jot down your reflections from "Shake it off" experience.

Journal: Jot down some ideas on when and what informal meditation you might
implement today (i.e., S.T.O.P., 5 Square, 4-7-8, etc..) based on your
upcoming day.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 12
Your Amazing Brain~
The PFC & The Limbic System
"Is this good for my brain?"
~ Daniel Amen
OBJECTIVE: Comparing and contrasting the Princess and the Dragon and how this
relates to meditation, presence, and awareness.
FORMAL MEDITATION: The Breath Body Scan
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Alternate Nostril Breathing
Journal: What are some experiences in your life that support wonderment,
curiosity, and novelty that wake up the princess? What are things in your life that
wake up your dragon?

Journal: Reflect on your above experiences and write below about which wolf you
will feed: the princess or the dragon.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation you might implement
today (i.e., S.T.O.P., 5 Square, 4-7-8, alternate nostril breathing etc..) based on your
upcoming day.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 13
Your Amazing Brain
Our Story Telling Minds
“When the stories of our life no longer bind us, we discover
within them something greater.
~ Jack Kornfield
OBJECTIVE: Our storytelling minds, the propaganda, leaning back from the
experience without getting caught in it. Becoming aware of the habits of the mind.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Mindfulness of Breathing
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Alternate Nostril Breathing
Journal: Reflect on some common, repetitive stories that exist in your mind soup

Journal: Reflect on your experience in the formal meditation today.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation you might implement
today (i.e., S.T.O.P., 5 Square, 4-7-8, alternate nostril breathing etc..) based on your
upcoming day.

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 14
Week In Review ~ Stress In Our Body
"Stress is not a state of mind... it's measurable and dangerous,
and humans can't seem to find their off-switch"
~Robert Sapolsky
OBJECTIVE: Stress in our Lives/Stress in our bodies; not all stress is bad, and how
that type of stress differs from chronic stress.
FORMAL MEDITATION: A Body Scan
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose an informal breathing meditation and fit this into
your day today
Journal: reflect on your week..describe what went well, what was challenging, and
how you will adjust in the coming week in your practice.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for implementing INFORMAL meditation(s) for today.

Fill out stress screen pg. 5
Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 15
The Spirit In Which We Do Things
" Your presence is the most precious gift you can give to another human being"
~ Marshall B. Rosenberg
OBJECTIVE: BE-ing vs.DO-ing, mindfulness, intrinsic motivation vs. obligation
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: After your formal meditation, reflect on your observations of how you
label during your meditation, what is the inner narrative? Is it an inner bully? Or
are you labeling through curiosity and wonderment?

Journal: Reflect on the spirit in which you are approaching this course: Through
curiosity and wonderment or through judgment and expectation?

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 16
BE-ing Vs. DO-ing
Human BE-ing Vs. Human DO-ing
"In today’s rush we all think too much, seek too much, want too much, and forget about
the joy of just being."
Eckhart Tolle
OBJECTIVE: The hallmarks of human DO-ing vs human BE-ing. BE mode vs DO mode.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: Describe your self when you are in BE mode and when you are in DO
mode.

Journal: Reflect on your formal meditation perhaps commenting labeling; DO
mode, or BE mode observations.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 17
BE-ing Vs. DO-ing
Re-Orienting to Human BE-ing
"Mindfulness is observing the beauty of every moment unfolding before us"
~Amit Ray
OBJECTIVE: It is an intentional mode to re-orient our lives to human BE-ing.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: Make a list of all the activities you DO in a day. Of those, list those that
are depleting and those that are nourishing. Reflect on the activities: do they have
anything in common and are there any activities that you denoted as being both
depletingand nourishing?

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 18
BE-ing vs. DO-ing
Observe Gently
"The Mind will do what it wants to do. Observe gently "
~ Buddha Doodles
OBJECTIVE: Aversion & approach pathways; finding presence in the mundane.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: Reflect on mundane activites in your life such as brushing your teeth,
doing the dishes, or washing your face. Wrtie about the sensations, the emotions,
and the stories that might have been running in your mind.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 19
The MIND as A Dialogue Master
This being human is a guest house. Every morning a new arrival. A joy, a depression, a
meanness, some momentary awareness comes as an unexpected visitor.
~Excerpt from The Guest House by Rumi
OBJECTIVE: Observing types, patterns, and drama of the hard wiring of dialogue.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: Reflect on inner dialogue that you have started to notice while doing
normal daily activities such as standing in a line, driving, cleaning getting gas, etc...

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 20
Letting Go of Stories
"One day you finally knew
What you had to do, and began, Though the voices around you
Kept shouting their bad advice‚Though the whole house began to tremble and you felt
the old tug at your ankles.'Mend my life!'"
Excerpt from The Journey by Mary Oliver
OBJECTIVE: Observing types, patterns, and drama of the hard wiring of dialogue.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: Reflect on your common commentary that you are beginning to notice over the past
20 days with your observation and noticing skills getting stronger.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 21
Week In Review
The World As We See it
"The way we interpret the world has a profound impact on
how we will respond to our world"
~Mark Williams

OBJECTIVE: Hebb's Law and changing the structure of our brain

FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: reflect on your week. Jot a few things down about what went well, what
was challenging, and how you will adjust in the coming week.

Journal: Reflect on new insights that you are noticing about yourself that you did
not know about yourself 21 days ago.

Fill out stress screen pg. 5
Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 22
Mindful Movement
The body benefits from movement and the mind benefits from stillness.
Finding stillness in movement and movement in stillness"
~Sakyong Mipham

OBJECTIVE: Movement without judgment of how the body "should" move or feel.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Mindful Movement Meditation
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: Reflect on your mindful movement experience.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 23
The Internal & External Soundscape
"Meditation is the journey from sound to silence, from movement to stillness, from
limited identity to unlimited space."
~Sri Ravi Shankar

OBJECTIVE: getting in touch with sounds; paralleling sound and thoughts
FORMAL MEDITATION: Sound & Thoughts Meditation
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Sit and listen to the soundscape
Journal: Following either your formal or informal meditation today, reflect on the
sounds you noticed: far/near, volume, intensity, thoughts, emotions, etc..

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 24
Self Compassion
"The root of compassion is compassion for oneself"
~ Pema Chodren

OBJECTIVE: Compassion as a natural response to suffering.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Self Compassion link
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Stop & Drop into compassion
Journal: Reflect on your informal meditation of stopping and dropping into
compassion when you thought of someone who loves you; thoughts, sensations,
emotions.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 25
Cultivating Compassion
"When you cultivate love and kindness in your heart, everything around
you becomes love and kindness"
~Isa Zapata
OBJECTIVE: What it means to cultivate kindness and how to cultivate more.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Lovingkindness Meditation
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the informal meditation list.
Journal: Reflect on your experience during the formal meditation today.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 26
Cultivating Kindness
Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries.
Without them humanity cannot survive."
~ The Dalai Lama
OBJECTIVE: What it means to cultivate kindness and how to cultivate more.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Lovingkindness Meditation
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the informal meditation list.
Journal: Reflect on your experience during the formal meditation today.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 27
Expressing Lovingkindness
"Practice love until. you remember that. you are love"
~Swami Sai Premananda

OBJECTIVE: What it means to cultivate kindness and how to cultivate more.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Lovingkindness Meditation links
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the informal meditation list.
Journal: Reflect on your experience during the warming the heart exercise, the
poeple, their names, and the detials of what you experienced.

Journal: Jot down some ideas for an informal meditation what and when you might
implement today (reference the informal meditation drop down list).

Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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Day 28
Moving Forward
"One does not practice meditation to become a great meditator. We meditate to
wake up and live, to become skilled at the art of living."
~ Elizabeth Lesser

OBJECTIVE: The rest of your life. Create the continuation, it won't just happen.
FORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Formal Meditation drop-down list.
INFORMAL MEDITATION: Choose from the Informal Meditation drop-down list.
Journal: reflect on your week. Jot a few things down about what went well, what
was challenging, and how you will adjust in the coming week.

Journal: What is your intention for moving forward and your intention for your
continued practice.

Fill out stress screen pg. 5
Re-commit to your practice
Set your notiifications for tomorrow
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